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Estimates of the difference between the entropy solutions of the single conserva-
tion law ut+div g(u)=0, u(0, } )=u0 and of the evolutionary integral equation
(k V (u&u0))t+div g(u)=0 are given in terms of k, g and u0 . A corresponding
result is obtained for more general evolution equations with an accretive non-
linearity.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Consider the scalar conservation law
ut+div g(u)=0,
(1)
u(0, x)=u0(x),
where u=u(t, x), t>0, x # Rd, and d1. It is well known that if
u0 # L(Rd ; R) and g is C1, then (1) has a unique entropy solution
u # L(R+_Rd ; R) (see, e.g., [6, p. 84]).
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A classical method of approaching this entropy solution is by the vanishing
viscosity method, i.e, by the solutions u= u=(t, x) to the problem

t
u=+div g(u=)&=2u= 0,
u=(0, x)=u0=(x),
where =>0, and where u0= is a suitable regularization of u0 . (See, e.g.,
[6, Ch. 2].)
In this paper we investigate a different method of approximating the
entropy solution of (1). Instead of introducing a higher space derivative we
lower the time derivative and we regularize (1) by replacing ut by the time
derivative of a Volterra-type convolution in time of the solution and a
kernel k. Specifically, we consider

t
(k V (u&u0))+div g(u)=0, (2)
where k V u=t0 k(t&s) u(s, x) ds. Obviously, one may expect this replace-
ment to give the solution more smoothness. Note that the formulation (2)
incorporates the initial condition. Formally, if k(t) dt=$0 , (the Dirac
measure at the origin), then (2) reduces to (1).
If k # L1loc(R
+; R) and is, say, positive, nonincreasing with k close to $0
in some sense, then it is reasonable to conjecture that the corresponding
solution of (2) is close to the entropy solution of (1). In particular, if
k(t)=t&#1 (1&#) for t>0 and # # (0, 1), then (2) represents what may be
called a fractional conservation law. The conjecture is then that as # A 1 the
solutions of the fractional conservation laws do converge to the entropy
solution of the conservation law (1).
Below, we analyze this conjecture both as it applies to the specific equa-
tions (1) and (2) and as it applies to the nonlinear evolution equation
d
dt
u(t)+A(u(t)) % 0, t0, u(0)=y, (3)
and the corresponding integrodifferential equation
d
dt |
t
0
k(t&s)(u(s)&y ) ds+A(u(t)) % 0, t0. (4)
In these equations, u takes values in a Banach space X and A is an
m-accretive operator in X.
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First we establish a general convergence result giving existence of a
generalized solution of (4). Next we state a number of properties of this
generalized solution. These results are closely related to those in [7] and
play an important role in the later proofs. Next we introduce the concept
of entropy solutions of (2) and show these to exist and to be unique. Here
we employ a modification of the classical ideas due to Kruz kov. Then we
estimate the difference between the generalized solutions of (3) and (4); a
conclusion being that the conjecture mentioned above does indeed hold.
These estimates can be applied to the difference between the entropy solu-
tions of (1) and (2) as well, but we derive a better estimate by suitably
modifying the procedure introduced by Kuznetsov [11] to obtain error
estimates for scalar conservation laws. For an application of this procedure
to a priori error estimates for numerical methods for the scalar conserva-
tion laws (1) see [2]
In the present work we do not analyze the regularity of solutions of (2).
In the case of one space variable this has been done in [8]. Note, however,
that the results obtained for (4) do hold for (2).
2. Statement of Results
The following result is stated in greater generality than what is actually
needed for an analysis of (1) and (2). By our formulation we pave the way
for a comparison of solutions of (3) and (4).
Recall that a (multivalued and nonlinear) operator A in a Banach space
X is said to be m-accretive if (I+*A)&1 is a nonexpansive function: X  X
when *>0. The domain of A and its Yosida regularization are defined as
D(A) =def [x # X | A(x){<] and A* =
def 1* (I&(I+*A)&1), respectively.
Theorem 1. Assume that X is a real Banach space and that
(i) }0 and k # L1loc(R
+; R) is nonnegative and nonincreasing on
(0, ) such that }+t0 k(_) d_>0 when t>0;
(ii) [kn]n=1 is a set of nonnegative, nonincreasing functions on R
+=
[0, ) with kn(0)<, and such that
lim
n   |
t
0
kn(s) ds=}+|
t
0
k(s) ds,
for every t>0;
(iii) A is an m-accretive operator in X;
(iv) y # D(A);
(v) f # L1loc(R
+; X );
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(vi) the functions un : R+  X satisfy for each n1 the equation
d
dt |
t
0
kn(t&s)(un(s)&y) ds+A(un(t)) % f (t), t0. (5)
Then there is a function u: R+  D(A) such that un  u in L1loc(R
+; X ) as
n  . The limit function is continuous if either }>0 or k(0+)= and
f # C(R+; X). If f # C(R+; X ) and either }>0 or k(0+)=, then the con-
vergence is uniform on compact subsets of R+.
If for example }>0 and one wants to have uniform convergence
although f is not necessarily continuous, then one must replace f in (5) by
some smoother functions fn that converge to f in a suitable way.
Definition 2. Let the assumptions (i), (iii), (iv), and (v) of Theorem 1
hold. Then the limit function u(t

) =def F(t

, y, f, }, k, A) is said to be the
generalized solution of the equation
d
dt \}(u(t)&y)+|
t
0
k(t&s)(u(s)&y) ds++A(u(t)) % f (t),
t0, u(0)=y. (6)
It is clear this generalized solution is well defined; it does not depend on
the set [kn]n=1 in (ii).
In order to be able to describe some of the properties of this generalized
solution, we have to introduce the resolvent of the first kind, that is, the
solution : of the equation
}:([0, t])+|
t
0
k(t&s) :([0, s]) ds=t, t0. (7)
We collect some of the properties of : in the following proposition.
Proposition 3. Assume that }0 and k # L1loc(R
+; R) is nonnegative
and nonincreasing on (0, ) such that }+t0 k(_) d_>0 when t>0. Then
there exists a unique nonnegative Borel measure : such that (7) holds.
Moreover,
(a) if k(0+)=+, then : is continuous;
(b) if }>0 then : is induced by a function bounded by 1};
(c) if }=0 then
:([0, t])
2et
t0 k(_) d_
, t>0;
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(d) if }n0 and kn # L1loc(R
+; R) is nonnegative and nonincreasing on
(0, ) for each n1 and }n+t0 kn(_) d_  }+
t
0 k(_) d_ for each t>0 as
n  , then :n  : weakly as n   (where :n is the solution of (7) when
} and k have been replaced by }n and kn , respectively).
Theorem 4. Assume that X is a real Banach space and that
(i) }0 and k # L1loc(R
+; R) is nonnegative and nonincreasing on
(0, ) such that }+t0 k(_) d_>0 when t>0;
(ii) A is an m-accretive operator in X;
(iii) y # D(A);
(iv) f # L1loc(R
+; X );
and let F(t

, y, f, }, k, A) denote the generalized solution of (6). Then
(a) if there is a strong solution of (6), then it is equal to the
generalized solution.
(b) &F(t, y1 , f1 , }, k, A)&F(t, y2 , f2 , }, k, A)&

a.e.
&y1&y2&+|
[0, t]
& f1(t&{)&f2(t&{)& :(d{), t0.
(c) &F(t, y, f, }, k, A)&y& 
a.e.
sup
*>0
&A*( y )& :([0, t])
+|
[0, t]
& f (t&{)& :(d{), t0.
(d) &F(t+h, y, f, }, k, A)&F(t, y, f, }, k, A)&

a.e.
:([0, h])( sup
{ # [0, h]
& f ({)&+sup
*>0
&A*( y )&)
+|
[0, t]
& f (t+h&s)&f (t&s)& :(ds), t, h>0.
(e) &F(t

, y, f, }, k, A)&TV([0, T]):([0, T])(& f (0)&+sup
*>0
&A*( y )&)
+|
[0, T]
& f &TV([0, T&s]) :(ds), T>0.
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(f ) If }n and kn satisfy (i) and An satisfies (ii) for every n>1 and if
}n+t0 kn(_) d_  }+
t
0 k(_) d_ for every t>0 and (I+*An)
&1 w 
(I+*A)&1w for every w # X and every *>0 when n  , then
F(t

, y, f, }n , kn , An)  F(t
, y, f, }, k, A) in L1loc(R
+ ; X )
when n  .
The claims (a), (b), and (f) are contained in [7, Thm. 1, Coroll. 1, and
Thm. 5], respectively, and the claims (c)(e) follow directly from Theorem
1 and its proof.
We shall need the following extension of Theorem 4 as well.
Proposition 5. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. Assume in addi-
tion that there is a Banach space Y such that
(i) the set [x # X & Y | &x&Y1] is closed in X ;
(ii) for every x # X & Y and every *>0 we have &(I+*A)&1 x&Y
&x&Y ;
(iii) y # Y ;
(iv) & f (t

)&Y # L1loc(R
+ ; R).
Then
&F(t, y, f, }, k, A)&Y 
a.e.
&y&Y+|
[0, t]
& f (t&s)&Y :(ds), t0.
Note that it is not always true that the generalized solution
F(t

, y, f, }, k, A) # L1loc(R
+; Y ) because it need not be measurable in Y.
We want to apply the results in Theorems 1 and 4 to the fractional con-
servation law

t \}(u(t, x)&u0(x))+|
t
0
k(t&s)(u(s, x)&u0(x)) ds+
+g(u)x (t, x)=f (t, x), (8)
where t>0 and x # Rd and where g(u)x denotes div(g(u))=
dj=1 gj (u)xj . In order to avoid a number of technical difficulties (cf.
[3]) we shall assume that f (t, x

) # L1(Rd ; R) & L(Rd ; R) for (almost) all
t>0 and that g is continuously differentiable.
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For the purpose of analyzing (8) we need the concept of a weak solution
and that of an entropy solution. By weak solution of (8) we mean a func-
tion u # L1loc(R
+_Rd ; R) such that g(u(v)) # L1loc(R
+_Rd ; Rd ) and
|
R+
|
R d \.t(t, x) \}(u(t, x)&u0(x))+|
t
0
k(t&s)(u(s, x)&u0(x)) ds+
+.x(t, x) } g(u(t, x))+.(t, x) f (t, x)+ dx dt=0,
for all infinitely many times continuously differentiable functions . with
compact support in R_Rd.
Next we formulate what we mean by an entropy solution. Since every
convex function can be approximated by linear combinations of an affine
function and functions of the form | v&c|, it turns out to be sufficient to
consider functions of the latter form. We restrict the definition to equations
where the kernel k is nonnegative and nonincreasing (although some
obvious extensions are possible).
Definition 6. A function u # L1loc(R
+_Rd ; R) such that g(u(v)) #
L1loc(R
+_Rd ; Rd ) is an entropy solution of (8) if it is a weak solution of
(8) and if for every c # R and for all nonnegative and nonincreasing func-
tions K and k such that k(t

)=K(t

)+k(t

) and k(0+ )<, the inequality

t \}( |u(t, x)&c|&|u0(x)&c| )+|
t
0
K(t&s)( |u(s, x)&c|&|u0(x)&c| ) ds+
+sign(u(t, x)&c) \k(0+)(u(t, x)&u0(x))
+|
(0, t]
(u(t&s, x)&u0(x)) k$(ds)+
+div(sign(u(t, x)&c)(g(u(t, x))&g(c)))sign(u(t, x)&c) f (t, x),
holds in the sense of distributions.
First we state a result on the existence of entropy solutions.
Theorem 7. Assume that d1 and that
(i) }0 and k # L1loc(R
+; R) is nonnegative and nonincreasing on
(0, ) such that }+t0 k(_) d_>0 when t>0;
(ii) g # C1(R; Rd );
(iii) f # L1loc(R
+; L1(Rd ; R)) and ess supx # R d | f (t
, x)| # L1loc(R
+; R);
(iv) u0 # L1(Rd ; R) & L(Rd ; R).
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Then there is an entropy solution u # L1loc(R
+; L1(Rd ; R)) of (8) such that
ess supx # R d |u(t
, x)| # L1loc(R
+; R) and such that if either }>0 or
k(0+)= and f # C(R+ ; L1(Rd ; R)), then u # C(R+; L1(Rd ; R)) with
u(0, } )=u0 .
If k(0+)<, then this entropy solution is unique, and if k(0+)=,
then it is unique among all entropy solutions that satisfy
lim
t a 0
&u(t, v )&u0( v)&L 1(R d )=0.
Moreover, this entropy solution is the generalized solution one obtains
from Theorem 1 by taking X=L1(Rd ; R) and A to be the closure of the
operator A0 defined by v # D(A0) and w # A0(v) if v, w, and g(v( v)) #
L1(Rd ; Rd ) and
|
R d
sign(v(x)&c)((g(v(x))&g(c)) } .x(x)+w(x) .(x)) dx0, (9)
for every nonnegative testfunction . # C c (R
d ; R+) and for every c # R.
Note that the uniqueness of weak solutions of (8) in the case where }=0
has not been settled.
Next we give an estimate on the difference between the generalized solu-
tions of (3) and (4).
Theorem 8. Assume that
(i) k # L1loc(R
+; R) is nonnegative and nonincreasing on (0, )
(and 0);
(ii) A is an m-accretive operator in the Banach space X ;
(iii) y # D (A), i.e. y # X and sup*>0 &A* y&<.
Let uevol be the generalized solution of the equation (3) and let uappr be the
generalized solution of (4). Then we have, for every t>0,
&uevol(t)&uappr(t)&sup
*>0
&A* y& \t }1& 1t0 k(_) d_ }+
- t t0 _k(_) d_
- t0 k(_) d_3
_\145+14 ln \
t t0 k(_) d_
t0 _k(_) d_+++ .
For the conservation law we can get another estimate too.
Theorem 9. Assume that
(i) k # L1loc(R
+; R) is nonnegative and nonincreasing on (0, )
(and 0);
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(ii) g # C1(R; Rd ) with &g$&<;
(iii) u0 # L1(Rd ; R) & BV(Rd ; R).
Let uevol be the entropy solution of (1), and let uappr be the entropy solution
of (2). Then we have, for every t>0,
&uevol(t, v)&uappr(t, v)&L 1(R d )
&g$&&u0&TV( R d ) \26 t 
t
0 _k(_) d_
t0 k(_) d_
+10
t0 |1&
_
0 k({) d{| d_
t0 k(_) d_ + .
In (ii) we have &g$&=max1 jd supv # R | g$j (v)| if g(v
)=( g1(v
), ..., gd (v
)).
In the multidimensional case we define the space BV(Rd ; R) to be the
space of measurable functions v # L1loc (R
d ; R) such that
&v&TV ( R d ) =
def sup {|Rd v(x) div 8(x) dx | 8 # C1c(Rd ; Rd ),
max
1 j d
sup
x # R d
|8j (x)|1=<.
We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 10. Assume that
(i) }n0 and kn # L1loc(R
+; R) is nonnegative, nonincreasing, and has
compact support for n1 and satisfies limn   (}n+t0 kn(s) ds)=1 for
each t>0;
(ii) ym, n # L1loc(R
+_R+; R) is nonnegative for each m, n1;
(iii) qm, n # L1loc(R
+_R+; R) is Borel measurable for all m, n1 and
for each T>0 there is a continuous function T , with T (0)=0, such that
lim sup
m, n  
|
min[T, T+t

]
max[0, t

]
qm, n(s, s&t
) dsT (t
) uniformly on [&T, T];
(iv) the inequality

s \}mym, n(s, t)+|
s
0
km(s&{) ym, n({, t) d{+
+

t \}nym, n(s, t)+|
t
0
kn(t&{) ym, n(s, {) d{+qm, n(s, t), (10)
holds in the distribution sense (where ym, n and qm, n are extended as 0 outside
R+_R+).
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Then for each T>0
lim
m, n  
lim sup
$ a 0
1
$ ||
|s&t|$
0s, tT
ym, n(s, t) ds dt=0.
We will need another variant of this lemma as well, but we do not for-
mulate that result here. Instead we will refer to the proof of Lemma 10
where appropriate.
Lemma 10 is plausible because in the limit we can replace }n and kn by
1 and 0 respectively, and qm, n by a function Q that vanishes on the
diagonal, and observe that the function Y defined by
Y(s

, t

)={
s

0
Q(_, t

&s

+_) d_,
t
0
Q(s

&t

+_, _) d_,
0s

t

,
0t

s

,
on R+_R+, and 0 elsewhere, satisfies the equation

s
Y(s, t)+

t
Y(s, t)=Q(s, t),
on R+_R+. Moreover, we have
Y(t

, t

)=|
t

0
Q(_, _) d_,
so that Y(t

, t

) vanishes if Q vanishes on the diagonal.
In the proof of this Lemma 10 we need the following result.
Lemma 11. Let F # C((0, )2; R) be such that
(&1) i+j
 i+j
vi w j
F(v, w)0, v, w>0, i, j=0, 1, 2, ... . (11)
Then there exists a nonnegative Borel measure 8 on R+_R+ such that
F(v, w)=||
R +_R+
e&vs&wt8(ds dt), v, w>0.
Moreover, if [Fn]n # N is a sequence of functions in C ((0, )2 ; R) that
satisfy (11) and if Fn  F pointwise on (0, )2 as n  , then 8n  8
weakly.
This lemma follows from results in [1, Th. 10] and [13, p. 307].
We need an additional quite technical result on measurability.
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Lemma 12. Assume that X and Y are two Banach spaces such that the
set [u # X & Y | &u&Y1] is closed in X. If h: J  X is measurable (i.e., the
limit in X a.e. of a sequence of simple (measurable) functions), then
&h( } )&Y : J  R+ is measurable as well.
Here we use the convention that &u&Y= if u # X"Y.
Finally we give a well known result on functions of bounded variation.
Lemma 13. Assume that v # BV (Rd ; R). Then
&v&TV ( R d )= :
d
j=1
&v&TV j (R d )
where
&v&TV j (R d ) =
def sup {|Rd v(x) ,x j (x) dx | , # C 1c(Rd ; R), supx # R d |,(x)|1= .
If (e1 , ..., ed ) denotes the standard basis in Rd, then
|
R d
|v(x+tej )&v(x)| dx|t|&v&TVj (R d ) ,
where 1jd and t # R.
3. Proofs of the Auxiliary Results
Proof of Proposition 3. The existence and nonnegativity of : follow
from [9, Thm. 5.5.5], (note that the case where }>0 is established in the
same way), and this result also gives (a). If }>0 it is easy to see that : is
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure and if one dif-
ferentiates both sides of (7) and uses the nonnegativity of : and k, then one
gets the conclusion (b).
To establish (c), we observe that by (7) we have
|
R +
e&_s:(ds)=
1
_ R+ e
&_sk(s) ds
,
where _>0 and it follows that for each {>0
e&_{:([0, {])
1
_e&_{ {0 k(s) ds
.
By choosing _ to be 1(2{) we get the desired inequality.
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Using Laplace transforms together with results from [13, p. 307] one
sees that (d) holds. K
Proof of Lemma 10. Define the tempered distributions Km, 1 and Kn, 2
respectively, by
, [ }m,(0, 0)+|

0
km(s) ,(s, 0) ds,
and
, [ }n ,(0, 0)+|

0
kn(s) ,(0, s) ds.
These distributions are well defined and have compact support contained
in R+_R+. We denote the distribution derivatives with respect to the first
and second variables of these distributions by D1Km, 1 and D2Kn, 2 respec-
tively. The (two-variable) Laplace transforms of these differentiated dis-
tributions are clearly (v

, w

) [ v

(}m+km@(v
)) and (v

, w

) [ w

(}n+kn@(w
)).
(Here km@(v
) =def R+ e
&v

_km(_) d_.)
If k is locally integrable, nonnegative, and nonincreasing on R+, then
v

k (v

) is a Bernstein function, i.e., it is positive and has a completely
monotone derivative on (0, ), see [12, Prop. 4.3 p. 91]. Applying this fact
we immediately see that the function
1
v

(}m+km@(v
))+w

(}n+kn@(w
))
satisfies (11). By Lemma 11 we therefore know that there exists a non-
negative measure 8m, n such that
1
v

(}m+km@(v
))+w

(}n+kn@(w
))
=||
R+_R+
e&v s&w t8m, n(ds dt). (12)
Moreover, since it follows from (i) that the left hand side of (12) converges
pointwise to (v

+w

)&1, we concludeby the final part of Lemma11that
8m, n  8 weakly as m, n  , (13)
where
1
v

+w

=||
R+_R+
e&v s&w t8(ds dt),
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and thus
8(E )=m([t0 | (t, t) # E]). (14)
The uniqueness of the Laplace transform together with (12) implies that
8m, n V (D1Km, 1+D2Kn, 2)=$0 , (15)
where $0 is the Dirac measure. Note that the convolution of the two
distributions is well defined as the second has compact support.
The given inequality (10) can be written in the form
(D1Km, 1+D2Kn, 2) V ym, n=zm, n+qm, n , (16)
where zm, n is a nonpositive distribution and hence a measure ([13, p. 29]),
with support in R+_R+. Thus we see that all terms in (16) may be con-
volved by 8m, n and we get, when we use (15) together with the non-
negativity of zm, n and 8m, n that
ym, n(s
, t

)(8m, n V qm, n)(s
, t

). (17)
This inequality holds in the distribution sense, but since all functions are
locally integrable, it holds almost everywhere as well. Integrating both sides
of the inequality we get
||
|s&t|$
0s, tT
ym, n(s, t) ds dt||
[0, T]_[0, T]
8m, n(d_ d{)
_|
$
&$
|
min[T, T+!+{&_]
max[0, !+{&_]
qm, n(t, t&!&{+_) dt d!.
By (13), (14), and (iii) we now get the desired conclusion. K
Proof of Lemma 12. Since h: J  X is measurable there is a sequence of
functions
hn(t
)= :
N(n)
k=1
xk, n/E k, n (t
),
such that hn(t)  h(t) in X for all t # J except on a set of measure zero. By
defining h to be 0 on the exceptional set we do not change the desired con-
clusion and we may assume that hn converges everywhere. Moreover, we
can require that the measurable sets E1, n , E2, n , ..., EN(n), n form a partition
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of J for each n. Next we define sets Qm, n for m=0, 1, ..., n and n=1, 2, ...
as follows:
Qm, n={t # J } 1&$m, nm+1 &hn(t)&h(t)&X<
1
m= .
(Here $m, n is the Kronecker delta.) Thus we see that for each n1 the sets
Q0, n , Q1, n , ..., Qn, n make up a partition of J and that nm=M Qm, n=
[t | &hn(t)&h(t)&X<1M] when nM. Moreover, the convergence of the
functions hn can be expressed in the form
.

N=M
,

n=N
.
n
m=M
Qm, n=J
for every M1.
If now n1 and t # Qm, n & Ek, n , then hn(t)=xk, n . We define hn*(t) to be
hn(t) if m=0 and otherwise equal to x*m, k, n where we have chosen this
element to be such that
&x*m, k, n&xk, n&X<
1
m
and
&x*m, k, n&Yinf {&u&Y | u # X, &u&xk, n&X< 1m=+
1
m
.
(Recall our convention that &u&Y= if u # X"Y.) It is clear that hn* is a
simple function and that for each t # J,
&hn*(t)&h(t)&X3 &hn(t)&h(t)&X+
1
n
,
which shows that hn*(t)  h(t) in X as n  . From the definitions we see
that if t # Qm, n with m>0, then
&hn*(t)&Y&h(t)&Y+
1
m
,
by which we conclude that lim supn  &hn*(t)&Y&h(t)&Y for each t # J.
Suppose that for some t # J we have lim infn  &hn*(t)&Y<&h(t)&Y . First
we consider the case where &h(t)&Y<. Then there is a subsequence [nk]
such that limk   &h*nk (t)&Y=\ &h(t)&Y , where \<1. Because the set
[u # X & Y | &u&Y((1+\)2)&h(t)&Y] is closed in X by assumption, and
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limn   hn*(t)=h(t) in X, we conclude that &h(t)&Y((1+\)2)&h(t)&Y ,
which is a contradiction if &h(t)&Y>lim infn   &hn*(t)&Y0. Finally we
consider the case where &h(t)&Y=. If lim infn   &hn*(t)&Y< there is
some subsequence [nk] such that limk   &h*nk (t)&Y=S<. Because
the set [u # X & Y | &u&YS+1] is closed in X by assumption, and
limn   hn*(t)=h(t) in X, we conclude that &h(t)&YS+1, which is a
contradiction. Thus we have limn  &hn*(t)&Y=&h(t)&Y for each t # J
which gives the desired conclusion. K
Proof of Lemma 13. The first claim follows directly from the definition.
Let . # C1c(R
d ; R) be arbitrary, but supx # R d |.(x)|1. A simple calcula-
tion shows that
|
R d
(v(x+tej )&v(x)) .(x) dx=|
Rd
v(x)(.(x)&.(x&tej )) dx
=|
1
0
|
R d
v(x) .x j (x&t_e j ) t dx d_
Now we can, for each _ # [0, 1] define the function , by
,(x

)=
1
|t|
.(x

&_tej ) t.
It is clear that supx # R d |,(x)|1 and we get
|
R d
(v(x+tej )&v(x)) .(x) dx|t|&v&TVj ( R d ) .
Since . was arbitrary we get the desired conclusion. K
4. Proofs of the Main Theorems
Proof of Theorem 1. Let :n be the nonnegative locally finite Borel
measure that satisfies the equation
|
[0, t]
kn(t&{) :n(d{)=1, t>0, (18)
see Proposition 3. By (ii) and Proposition 3.(d) we know that
:n  : weakly as n  . (19)
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Equation (5) can be written as
kn(0)(un(t)&y)+|
(0, t]
(un(t&s)&y) k$n(ds)+A(un(t)) % f (t), t0,
(20)
and so
un(t)=J* n \*n f (t)+*n kn(t) y&*n |(0, t] un(t&s) k$n(ds)+ , t0,
(21)
where *n=1kn(0) and J*=(I+*A)&1. Since A is assumed to be m-accretive,
it follows that J* is nonexpansive and then it is easy to see that (21) has
a unique solution un(t
) (which we denote by un( y, f )(t
) in case we want to
emphasize the dependence on y and f ).
Using the same kind of argument as in [7, pp. 6568] (note that *$0+:
in [7] corresponds to :n) we get the following results
&un( y1 , f1)(t)&un( y2 , f2)(t)&&y1&y2 &
+|
[0, t]
& f1(t&{)&f2(t&{)& :n(d{),
t0, (22)
&un(t)&y&|
[0, t]
(& f (t&{)&+&A1k n (0)( y)&) :n(d{),
t0, (23)
and
&un(t+h)&un(t)&|
[0, t] \& f (t+h&s)&f (t&s)&
+( sup
{ # [0, h]
& f ({)&+&A1kn (0)( y )&)
_|
[0, h]
(kn(t&s)&kn(t&s+h&_)) :n(d_)+ :n(ds),
t0, h0. (24)
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Using this inequality to estimate T0 &un(t+h)&un(t)& dt we conclude that
if f # BVloc(R+; X ) is right-continuous, then
&un &TV ([0, T ])|
[0, T ]
& f &TV ([0, T&s]) :n(ds)
+:n([0, T])(& f (0)&+&A1k n (0)( y )&), T>0. (25)
Suppose for the moment that
sup
*>0
&A*( y)&< and f # BVloc(R+ ; X) & C(R+ ; X ). (26)
Thus, by (25) and as the weak convergence of :n implies local uniform
boundedness we have
sup
n1
&un &TV ([0, T])<, T>0. (27)
Moreover, we can simplify inequality (24) by using (18) and the facts
that kn and :n are nonnegative to get
&un(t+h)&un(t)&|
[0, t]
& f (t+h&s)&f (t&s)& :n(ds)
+( sup
{ # [0, h]
& f ({)&+&A1k n (0)( y )&) :n([0, h]). (28)
We proceed to prove that the functions un converge as n   and first
we consider the easier case where }=0. In (5), replace n by m, add and
subtract terms to obtain
kn(0)(um(t)&y )+|
(0, t]
(um(t&s)&y) k$n(ds)+A(um(t))
% f (t)+
d
dt |
t
0
(kn(t&s)&km(t&s))(um(s)&y) ds, t0. (29)
Subtract (5) from (29) and use the accretivity of A. This implies that
kn(0)&um(t)&un(t)&|
(0, t]
&um(t&s)&un(t&s)&|k$n |(ds)+&pm, n(t)&,
where
pm, n(t)=
d
dt |
t
0
(kn(t&s)&km(t&s))(um(s)&y) ds, t0.
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Therefore we get, after convolving by :n and using (18),
&um(t)&un(t)&|
[0, t]
&pm, n(t&s)& :n(ds), t0.
It follows from [7, Lemma 3.4] that
&pm, n &L 1([0, T ])&kn&km &L 1([0, T ])(&um(0)&y&+&um&TV ([0, T])).
Thus, by (27), and as km&kn  0 in L1loc(R
+; R) when m, n  , we get
lim
m, n  
&um&un &L1 ([0, T])=0, T>0. (30)
Next we consider the case where }>0 and we take, without loss of
generality, } to be 1. Write kn=Kn+kn where
Kn(t)=max[0, kn(t)&kn($n)], t>0, (31)
where $n0 is chosen so that
lim
n  
$n=0 and lim
n   |
1
0
Kn(s) ds=}.
It is not hard to see that such numbers $n exist. Observe that
limn   t0 Kn(s) ds=} for every t>0 and that
kn  k in L1loc(R
+; R) as n  . (32)
Equation (5) is rewritten in the form
Kn(0) un(t)&\Kn(0) y&|(0, t] (un(t&{)&y) K$n(d{)++A(un(t))
% f (t)&kn(0)(un(t)&y)&|
(0, t]
(un(t&{)&y) k$n(d{), {0. (33)
We define
[v, w]+= inf
*>0
&v+*w&&&v&
*
.
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By [4, Lemma 1.7. (a)] applied to (33) we get the following inequality
&um(s)&un(t)&

Km(0)
Km(0)+Kn(0) "un(t)&y+
1
Km(0) |(0, s] (um(s&{)&y) K$m(d{)"
+
Kn(0)
Km(0)+Kn(0) "um(s)&y+
1
Kn(0) |(0, t] (un(t&{)&y) K$n(d{)"
+
1
Km(0)+Kn(0)
rm, n(s, t), s, t0, (34)
where
rm, n(s
, t

)=_um(s )&un(t ), f (s )&f (t )+hm, n(s )
&
d
ds

|
s

0
kn(s
&{)(um({)&y) d{
+
d
dt

|
t

0
kn(t
&{)(un({)&y) d{,&+,
and
hm, n(s
)=&
d
ds

|
s

0
(km(s
&{)&kn(s
&{))(um({)&y ) d{.
From (34) we get after some simple manipulations which use the fact
that kn is nonincreasing,
d
ds |
s
0
Km(s&{) ym, n({, t) d{+
d
dt |
t
0
Kn(t&{) ym, n(s, {) d{
qm, n(s, t), s, t0, (35)
where ym, n(s
, t

) =def &um(s
)&un(t
)& and
qm, n(s, t)=rm, n(s, t)+Km(s)&un(t)&y&+Kn(t)&um(s)&y&, s, t0.
We now want to apply Lemma 10. For this, we only have to verify Lemma
10.(iii) and once this is done we immediately see from the definition of ym, n
that (30) holds.
In order to check Lemma 10.(iii) we first note that [v, w]+&w&,
[v, w1+w2]+[v, w1]++[v, w2]+ , and [v, cv]+=c &v& where c # R.
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Using these facts together with the fact that kn is nonnegative and non-
increasing, we get for each T>0, if we for example assume that t>0
|
min[T, T+t]
max[0, t]
rm, n(s, s&t) ds
|
T
t
& f (s)&f (s&t)& ds+|
T
0
&hm, n(s)& ds
+|
T
t \&[um(s)&un(s&t), kn(0)(um(s)&un(s&t))]+
+|
(0, s&t]
&um(s&{)&un(s&t&{)&|k$n |(d{)
+|
(s&t, s]
&um(s&{)&y&|k$n |(d{)+ ds
=|
T
t
& f (s)&f (s&t)& ds+|
T
0
&hm, n(s)& ds
+|
T
t \&
d
ds |
s&t
0
kn(s&t&{)&um({+t)&un({)& d{
&|
(s&t, s]
&um(s&{)&y& k$n(d{)+ ds
|
T
|t|
& f (s)&f (s&|t| )& ds+|
T
0
&hm, n(s)& ds
+ sup
{ # [0, |t|]
&um({)&y& |
T
|t|
(kn(s&t)&kn(s)) ds. (36)
It is easy to check that we get the same result when t<0.
From the definition of Kn we get
|
min[T, T+t]
max[0, t]
(Km(s)&un(s&t)&y&+Kn(s&t)&um(s)&y&) ds
 sup
s # [0, |t|+$m]
&un(s)&y& |
$m
0
Km(s) ds
+ sup
s # [0, |t|+$ n]
&um(s)&y& |
$n
0
Kn(s) ds. (37)
If we now use [7, Lemma 3.4], (23), (26), (27), and (32) in (36) and (37)
we get that condition (iii) in Lemma 10 holds. We may thus apply this
lemma and (30) follows in the case where }>0 and (26) holds.
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By (23) we have
&un(h)&y&( sup
{ # [0, h]
& f ({)&+sup
*>0
&A*( y )&) :n([0, h]), (38)
and by (28) we see that
sup
t # [0, T]
&un(t+h)&un(t)& sup
t # [0, T]
& f (t+h)&f (t)& :n([0, T])
+( sup
{ # [0, h]
& f ({)&+sup
*>0
&A* ( y )&) :n([0, h]).
(39)
It follows from Proposition 3 and (19) that limh a 0 limn   :n([0, h])=0
provided }>0 or k(0+)= and therefore it follows from (38) and (39)
that in these cases one has limm, n   &um(t)&un(t)&=0, uniformly for t in
compact sets provided (26) holds.
Using (19) and (22) we conclude that (30) holds without the extra
assumption (26). If f # C(R+; X ) we can approximate f uniformly by func-
tions of bounded variation and we conclude from (19) and (22) that we do
in fact have uniform convergence in the case where }>0 or k(0+)=
even without the extra assumption (26).
By passing to the limit in (23) and (28) we see that Theorem 4.(c) and
(d) hold. This implies that the limit function can be taken to be continuous
if }>0 or k(0+)= and f # C(R+ ; X ). K
Proof of Proposition 5. Lemma 12 will guarantee that there are no
problems with the measurability of the functions that appear below. From
(ii) and (20) we get for each n,
&un(t)&Y
1
kn(0)
& f (t)&Y+
kn(t)
kn(0)
&y&Y+|
(0, t]
&un(t&s)&Y |k$n |(ds), t>0
and this inequality can be rewritten in the form (convolve by :n and use
(18))
&un(t)&Y 
a.e.
&y&Y+|
(0, t]
& f (t&s)&Y :n(ds).
From Theorem 1, (19), and (i) we now get the desired conclusion. K
Proof of Theorem 7. By [3, Thm. 1.1] the closure A of the operator A0
defined in (9) is an m-accretive operator in L1(Rd ; R) that restricted to
C1(Rd ; R) is given by u [ g(u)x . By [3, Lemma A], the operator A0 can
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also be defined as follows: v # D(A0) and w # A0(v) if v, w # L1(Rd ; R),
g(v) # L1(Rd ; Rd ), and
|
R d \ p(v(x))(g(v(x)) } .x(x)+w(x) .(x))&.x } |
v(x)
0
g(_) p$(_) d_+ dx0,
(40)
for every nonnegative testfunction . # Cc (R
d ; R+) and for every non-
decreasing, Lipschitz continuous function p such that p$ has compact sup-
port and p(+)+p(&)=0.
Rewrite equation (20) as
un(t, x
)+
1
kn(0)
A(un(t, x
))
%
1
kn(0) \ f (t)+kn(t) u0(x )&|(0, T ] un(t&s, x ) k$n(ds)+ , t0. (41)
Next we apply Theorem 1 and Proposition 5 with X=L1(Rd ; R),
Y=L(Rd ; R), and A as above. Note that by the second part of (iii), by
(iv) and by [3, Coroll. 2.2], the use of Proposition 5 is permitted. By
Proposition 5 we know that the right-hand side of (41) belongs to
L1(Rd ; R) & L(Rd ; R) for almost every t and in [3] it is shown that
R(I+*A0)#L1(Rd ; R) & L(Rd ; R). Thus we can replace A by A0 above.
Let . # Cc (R_R
d ; R+) be a nonnegative test function so that for each
t # R the function .(t, x

) is a nonnegative testfunction as well. From the
definition (40) of A0 we then get
|
R+
|
Rd
.(t, x) p(un(t, x))(Sn(t, x)+Bn(t, x)&f (t, x)) dx dt
|
R+
|
Rd
.x(t, x) } \ p(un(t, x)) g(un(x))&|
un (t, x)
0
g(_) p$(_) d_+ dx dt,
(42)
where
Sn(t
, x

)=Kn(0)(un(t
, x

)&u0(x
))+|
(0, t]
(un(t
&s, x

)&u0(x
)) K$n(ds),
Bn(t
, x

)=kn(0)(un(t
, x

)&u0(x
))+|
(0, t]
(un(t
&s, x

)&u0(x
)) k$n(ds),
when we write kn=Kn+kn (where both are nonnegative and nonincreasing
functions).
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Let c be a point such that p(c)=0 and define P(s

) =def sc p(_) d_. Since p
is nondecreasing it follows that P is convex and we have
p(un(t
, x

)) Sn(t
, x

)=p(un(t
, x

)) Kn(t
)(un(t
, x

)&u0(x
))
+|
(0, t]
p(un(t
, x

))(un(t
, x

)&un(t
&s, x

))|K$n |(ds)
Kn(t
)(P(un(t
, x

))&P(u0(x
)))
+|
(0, t

]
(P(un(t
, x

))&P(un(t
&s, x

)))|K$n |(ds)
=
d
dt

|
t

0
Kn(t
&s))(P(un(s, x
))&P(u0(x))) ds.
Using this inequality and performing an integration by parts we get
|
R+
|
Rd
.(t, x) p(un(t, x)) Sn(t, x) dx dt
&|
R+
|
Rd
.t(t, x) |
t
0
Kn(t&s))(P(un(s, x))&P(u0(x))) ds dx dt. (43)
If we now let n   and choose Kn so that t0 Kn(_) d_  }+
t
0 K(_) d_
and t0 kn(_) d_  
t
0 k(_) d_ for every t>0, then un approaches the
generalized solution u in L1loc(R
+; L1(Rd ; R)). Then we let p approach the
function sign (v&c), and from (42) and (43) we easily get the desired
conclusion that the generalized solution u is an entropy solution.
Let us now prove that the entropy solution is unique. The case where
}=0 and k(0)< is special because in this case one sees that one can do
an integration by parts (there is no term K) and one has that the entropy
solution is in fact a strong solution which is unique. Observe that for this
argument we use the definition (9) of A0 .
In the proof of the case where }>0 or k(0+)= we use a modification
of the classical ideas due to Kruz kov.
Assume that u1 and u2 are two entropy solutions of (8) which satisfy
lim
t a 0
&uj (t, v )&u0( v)&L 1(R d )=0, j=1, 2, (44)
in the case where k(0+)=. In the inequality defining entropy solutions
we first take u=u1(s
, x

) and c to be u2(t, y) for some t and y, and then we
take u=u2(t
, y

) and c to be u1(s, x) for some s and x. Thus in both
inequalities there appears an extra variable (in R+_Rd ) and we integrate
with respect to this variable as well.
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Let , # Cc (R_R; R
+) (i.e., it has compact support and is nonnegative)
and let . # Cc (R
d ; R+) be such that .(0)=1 and R d .(x) dx=1. Thus
for each t # R and y # Rd and =>0 the function ,(s

, t) .(=x

) .(=y)
.((x

&y)=)= belongs to Cc (R_R
d ; R+). It follows from the fact that u1
is an entropy solution that we have
|
R+
|
R d
,s(s, t) .(=x) .(=y)
1
=d
. \x&y= +\}( |u1(s, x)&c|& |u0(x)&c| )
+|
s
0
Km(s&{)( |u1({, x)&c|&|u0(x)&c| ) d{+ dx ds
+|
R+
|
Rd \=,(s, t) .$(=x) .(=y)
1
=d
. \x&y= +
+,(s, t) .(=x) .(=y)
1
=1+d
.$ \x&y= ++
_(sign(u1(s, x)&c)(g(u1(s, x))&g(c))) dx ds
|
R+
|
R d
,(s, t) .(=x) .(=y)
1
=d
. \x&y= + sign(u1(s, x)&c)
_\km(0+)(u1(s, x)&u0(x))+|(0, s] (u1(s&{, x)&u0(x))
_k$m(d{)&f (s, x)+ dx ds
where we have
k(s

)=Km(s
)+km(s
).
Next we choose c=u2(t, y) and integrate both sides of the inequality over
R_Rd. We can do the same thing with the roles of u1 and u2 interchanged.
The two inequalities we thus get can be added together and, furthermore,
we can let = a 0. The terms involving g then vanish, and we are left with
integrals over R_R_Rd. There follows
|
R+
|
R+
,s(s, t) \} &u1(s, v)&u2(t, v)&L 1(R d )
+|
s
0
Km(s&{)&u1({, v)&u2(t, v)&L1(R d ) d{+ dt ds
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+|
R+
|
R+
,t(s, t) \} &u1(s, v)&u2(t, v)&L 1(R d )
+|
t
0
Km(t&{)&u1(s, v)&u2({, v)&L 1 (R d ) d{+ dt ds
|
R+
|
R+
,(s, t)(Fm(s, t)&Km(s)&u0( v)&u2(t, v)&L 1(R d )
&Km(t)&u0( v)&u1(s, v)&L1 (R d )) ds dt, (45)
where
Fm(s, t)=&& f (s, v)&f (t, v)&L1 (R d )+km(0+)&u1(s, v)&u2(t, v)&L 1 (R d )
+|
(0, min[s, t]]
&u1(s&{, v)&u2(t&{, v)&L 1 (R d ) k$m(d{)
+{ (s, t] &u2(t&{, v)&u0( v)&L 1 (R d ) k$m(d{), (t, s] &u1(s&{, v)&u0( v)&L 1(R d ) k$m(d{),
if st,
if s>t.
Inequality (45) is of the form (10) but here we have m=n and ym, m(s
, t

)=
&u1(s
, v)&u2(t
, v)&L 1 ( R d ) .
We choose the kernel Km to be
Km(t)=max {0, k(t)&k \ 1m+= , t>0.
For every T>0 and every t # [&T, T] we get
|
min[T, T+t]
max[0, t]
(Km(s)&u0( v)&u2(s&t, v)&L1 ( R d )
+Km(s&t)&u0( v)&u1(s, v)&L1 (R d )) ds
|
R+
Km(s) ds
_ sup
0{(1m)+|t|
[&u0( v)&u1({, v)&L 1 (R d ) , &u0( v)&u2({, v)&L 1 (R d )].
(46)
First, suppose that k(0+)= and let S>0 be a number such that
k(S )>0. (47)
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Assume that u1{u2 and choose T>0 in such a way that
|
t
0
&u1(s, v)&u2(s, v)&L 1(R d ) ds {=0,>0,
when tT&S,
when t=T.
(48)
Let t # [0, T] (the case where t # [&T, 0] is similar). Then
|
T
t
&Fm(s, s&t) ds|
T
t
& f (s, v)&f (s&t, v)&L 1 (R d ) ds
&km(0+) |
T
t
&u1(s, v)&u2(s&t, v)&L1 (R d ) ds
&|
(0, T&t]
|
T&{
t
&u1(s, v)&u2(s&t, v)&L 1 (R d ) ds k$m(d{)
+ sup
0{t
&u0( v)&u1({, v)&L 1( R d ) |
t
0
km(s) ds
|
T
t
& f (s, v)&f (s&t, v)&L1 (R d ) ds
&km(T&t) |
T
t
&u1(s, v)&u2(s&t, v)&L 1 (R d ) ds
+|
(0, T&t]
|
T
T&{
&u1(s, v)&u2(s&t, v)&L 1( R d ) ds k$m(d{)
+ sup
0{t
&u0( v)&u1({, v)&L 1 ( R d ) |
t
0
km(s) ds.
We conclude from (47) and (48), since km is nonincreasing and translation
of integrable functions is continuous in the L1-norm, that there are positive
numbers $ and = such that for all sufficiently large m we have
|
min[T, T+t]
max[0, t]
&Fm(s, s&t) ds{
&=, if t # (&$, $),
1
=
, if |t| # [$, T].
Now we can use this inequality, (44), (46), and the same argument that
was used in the proof of Lemma 10 (with some small modifications, we
have for example to divide both sides of (45) by R+ Km(s) ds), to show
that (48) cannot hold with T>0.
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In the case where }>0 but k(0+)< we can choose Kn=0 and we
conclude in the same manner as above that there is a continuous function
T with T (0)=0 such that
|
min[T, T+t]
max[0, t]
&Fm(s, s&t) dsT (t), t # [&T, T].
In this case we therefore do not need (44), and the desired conclusion
follows from Lemma 10 (where we now can take all functions to be inde-
pendent of m and n). K
Proof of Theorem 8. Assume for the moment that
|
R+
k(_) d_=1. (49)
We use the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1, but we take the
sequence [kn] to be such that k2n approaches the delta-distribution and
k2n+1 approaches the function k (in some suitable sense) as n   and
that kn has compact support for each n. Moreover, we modify the argu-
ment by taking kn=0 for all n instead of (31); therefore all the functions
rm, n vanish. Equation (35) will now take the form
d
ds |
s
0
k2n(s&{) y2n, 2n+1({, t) d{+
d
dt |
t
0
k2n+1(t&{) y2n, 2n+1(s, {) d{
k2n(s)&u2n+1(t)&y&+k2n+1(t)& u2n(s)&y&, s, t0.
From the proof of Lemma 10 (cf. the step from (16) to (17)) and from (23)
we conclude that
y2n, 2n+1(s
, t

) 
a.e.
sup
*>0
&A* ( y)& ||
[0, s

]_[0, t

]
(k2n(s
&_) :2n+1([0, t
&{])
+k2n+1(t
&{) :2n([0, s
&_])) 82n, 2n+1(d_ d{), (50)
where the Laplace transform of 82n, 2n+1 is
1
v

k2n@(v)+w
k2n+1@(w)
.
It follows from our choice of the functions kn that when n   the
measures 82n, 2n+1 will converge weakly to a measure of the form
E [ E 9 (s, dt) ds where 9 is defined by
|
R+
e&wt9 (s

, dt)=e&s wk (w), w>0.
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Moreover, recall that :2n converges weakly to the function taking the value
1 on R+. Thus it follows when we let n   in (50) that we get
&uevol(s
)&uappr(t
)&sup
*>0
&A*( y )& \|[0, t

]
:([0, t

&{]) 9 (s, d{)
+|
s

0
(s

&_) |
[0, t

]
k(t

&{) 9 (_, d{) d_+ . (51)
(This inequality holds almost everywhere, but since the left hand side has
bounded variation in both arguments we may assume that it holds for all
points.)
We use the notation
A({

) =def :([0, {

]),
K({

) =def
1
{

|
{

0
k(_) d_
k =def |
R+
_k(_) d_,
and we note that
K({)
_
{
K(_), {_>0. (52)
Assume that
tk , (53)
and let
s=|t&$|+=max[t&$, 0] where $=2 - tk . (54)
Furthermore we choose a number + so that
$+
(55)
K(+)=
1
4 - k
.
We have to check that such a choice is possible, and since k is nonin-
creasing, it clearly suffices to show that K($)1(4 - tk ). Now
|

0
k(_) d_
1
$ |

$
_k(_) d_
k
$

1
2
,
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because 2k $ by (53). Thus we have
K($)=
1
$ |
$
0
k(_) d_
1
4 - tk
,
which is what we wanted to show.
It follows from (24) when we pass to the limit that uevol and uappr
have as modulus of continuity the functions sup*>0 &A*( y )&h
and
sup*>0 &A*( y )& :([0, h
]) respectively. Therefore it follows that
&uevol(t)&uappr(t)&sup
*>0
&A*( y )& \ |t&s|+1+ |
+
0
:([0, {]) d{+
+
1
+ |
t++
t
&uevol(s)&uappr(r)& dr. (56)
We will use (51) on the right hand side of this inequality and we therefore
proceed to estimate the terms on the right hand side of (51).
It is clear that 9 (s, v) is for each s a probability measure on R+. Using the
fact that R+ k(_) d_=1 it is straightforward to check that R+ t9 (s, dt)=s
and that R+ t
29(s, dt)=s2+2sk . Using Chebyshev’s inequality we conclude
that for each s0 we have
|
|t&s|r
t # R+
9 (s, dt)
2sk
r2
, r>0. (57)
Using Proposition 3.(c), (57), and some easy estimates we get when s>0 that
1
+ |
t++
t
|
[0, r]
A(r&{) 9 (s, d{) dr
=
1
+ |[0, t++] |
t++
max[t, {]
A(r&{) dr 9 (s, d{)
=
1
+ |[0, |s&$|+) |
t++&{
t&{
A(r) dr 9 (s, d{)
+
1
+ |[|s&$|+ , t) |
t++&{
t&{
A(r) dr 9 (s, d{)
+
1
+ |[t, t++] |
t++&{
0
A(r) dr 9 (s, d{)
|
[0, |s&$| +)
2e
K(t++&{)
9 (s, d{)+A(2$++)+2sA(+)
k
$2
. (58)
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Observe that if s$ and { # [0, s&$), then we have t++&{2$++ so
that by (52) there follows
1
K(t++&{)

1
K(2$++)
t++&{
2$++
.
An integration by parts where we in addition use (57) and the fact that
$+, which implies that
K(2$++)K(3+) 13K(+), (59)
gives
|
[0, |s&$|+)
1
K(t++&{)
9 (s, d{)

1
K(2$++) \
t++&(s&$)
2$++
9 (s, [0, s&$])
+|
s&$
0
1
2$++
9 (s, [0, {])+ d{

2sk
K(2$++) \
1
$2
+
1
(2$++)$+
8sk
3$2K(2$++)

8sk
$2K(+)
.
If we combine this result with (58) and use Proposition 3.(c) and (59) once
more, then we get
1
+ |
t++
t
|
[0, r]
A(r&{) 9 (s, d{) dr
20etk
$2K(+)
+
6e
K(+)
. (60)
Since 9 (0, v) is the unit point mass at zero we get the same inequality
in the case where s=0 as well. Similarly, the following calculuation
becomes a triviality if s=0, so we may assume that we have s=t&$.
1
+ |
t++
t
|
s
0
(s&_) |
[0, r]
k(r&{) 9 (_, d{) d_ dr
=
1
+ |
s
0
(s&_) |
[0, t++]
|
t++
max[t, {]
k(r&{) dr 9 (_, d{) d_
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=
1
+ |
|s&$|+
0
(s&_) |
[0, s]
|
t&{++
t&{
k(r) dr 9 (_, d{) d_
+
1
+ |
|s&$|+
0
(s&_) |
(s, t++]
|
t&{++
max[t&{, 0]
k(r) dr 9 (_, d{) d_
+
1
+ |
s
|s&$|+
(s&_) |
[0, t++]
|
t&{++
max[t&{, 0]
k(r) dr 9(_, d{) d_

1
+ |
|s&$|+
0
(s&_) |
[0, s]
|
t&{++
t&{
k(r) dr 9 (_, d{) d_
+2K(+) k |
|s&$|+
0
_
s&_
d_+
$2
2
K(+). (61)
Now we observe that for each r>0 we have k r0 _k(_) d_k(r) r
22, and
therefore
1
+ |
++t&{
t&{
k(r) dr
2k
(t&{)2
.
Suppose that s>$ so that we get
1
+ |
|s&$|+
0
(s&_) |
[0, s]
|
t&{++
t&{
k(r) dr 9 (_, d{) d_
2k |
s&$
0
(s&_) |
[0, _+$]
1
(t&{)2
9 (_, d{) d_
+2k |
s&$
0
(s&_) |
(_+$, s]
1
(t&{)2
9 (_, d{) d_. (62)
For the first term on the right hand side above we obtain (recall again that
t=s+$ when s0)
|
|s&$|+
0
(s&_) |
[0, _+$]
1
(t&{)2
9 (_, d{) d_
|
|s&$|+
0
1
s&_
d_=ln+ \s$+ln+ \
t
$
&1+ , (63)
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(where ln+( v)=ln(max[1, v])). In the second term we perform an integra-
tion by parts and then we use (57). Thus we get
|
|s&$|+
0
(s&_) |
(_+$, s]
1
(t&{)2
9 (_, d{) d_
=|
|s&$|+
0
(s&_)
1
(t&_&$)2
9 (_, (_+$, s]) d_
+|
|s&$|+
0
(s&_) |
s
_+$
2
(s+$&{)3
9 (_, ({, s]) d{ d_
2k |
|s&$|+
0
_
s&_
1
$2
d_+2k |
s
$
2
(s+$&{)3 |
{&$
0
(s&_)_
({&_)2
d_ d{

2tk
$2
ln+ \ t$&1++
t2k
2 |
s
$
2
(s+$&{)3
1
$
d{

2tk
$2
ln+ \ t$&1++
t2k
2$3
.
Next we consider the second term on the right hand side in (61) and we
get, by a calculation already done once above,
|
|s&$|+
0
_
s&_
d_t ln+ \ t$&1+ .
Combining these results we can rewrite (61) as
1
+ |
t++
t
|
s
0
(s&_) |
[0, r]
k(r&{) 9 (_, d{) d_ dr
2k ln+ \ t$&1++
4tk 2
$2
ln+ \ t$++
t2k 2
$3
+2K(+) tk ln+ \ t$++
$2
2
K(+). (64)
If we now combine (51), (56), Proposition 3.(c), (60), and (64), then we
get, when we use the fact that ln+({
&1){

3, that
&uevol(t)&uappr(t)&sup
*>0
&A*( y )& \$+ 4eK(+) \
5tk
$2
+2+
+
2tk
3$
+
2t2k 2
$3
+2K(+) tk ln+ \ t$++
$2
2
K(+)+ . (65)
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Recall the definitions of $ and + (see (54) and (55)). This yields
&uevol(t)&uappr(t)&sup
*>0
&A*( y )& - tk \145+14 ln \
t
k ++ , tk . (66)
Let us next drop the assumption (49). If we replace A by
(R+ k(_) d_)
&1 A and k by (R+ k(_) d_)
&1 k( v), then uappr is not changed
by uevol is replaced by uevol( vR+ k(_) d_). If we apply (66), then we get
with the aid of Theorem 4.(d) that
&uevol(t)&uappr(t)&sup
*>0
&A* y& \t } 1& 1R+ k(_) d_ }+
1
R+ k(_) d_
_t R+ _k(_) d_R+ k(_) d_ \145+
1
4
ln \t R+ k(_) d_R+ _k(_) d_+++ ,
provided
t |
R+
k(_) d_|
R+
_k(_) d_. (67)
Finally we observe that uappr(t) and uevol(t) do not depend on the values of
k(_) when _>t so we may assume that k(_)=0 when _>t. But then (67)
is certainly satisfied and we get the desired conclusion. K
5. Proof of Theorem 9
To prove the difference estimate, we follow closely the procedure intro-
duced by Kuznetsov [11] to obtain error estimates for scalar conservation
laws (1).
Let w: R  R be a smooth function such that
w is nonnegative and nonincreasing on R+.
(68)
w(t)=w(&t), for t>0,
the support of w is contained in [&1, 1],
|
1
0
w(r) dr=12.
Later on it will be possible to take w to be the (nonsmooth) function
1
2/(&1, 1)(t
).
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We set
w$(t

)=w(t

$)$, W$(t

)=|
t

0
w$(s) ds, (69)
and
.(t, x, t$, x$)=w$(t&t$) w=(x&x$), (t, x), (t$, x$) # R+_R+, (70)
where
w=(x)= `
d
i=1
w=(xi ), x=(x1 , ..., xd ),
and where $ and = are two arbitrary positive numbers.
We define G( p

, q

)=sign( p

&q

)(g( p

)&g(q

)) and introduce the following
‘‘entropy dissipation forms,’’
E $, =appr(uappr , uevol ; {)
=&|
{
0
|
Rd
|
{
0
|
R d \|
t$
0
k(t$&s)( |uappr(s, x$)&uevol(t, x)|
&|u0(x$)&uevol(t, x)| ) ds+ .t$(t, x, t$, x$) dx$ dt$ dx dt
&|
{
0
|
R d
|
{
0
|
R d
G(uappr(t$, x$), uevol(t, x)) } .x$(t, x, t$, x$) dx$ dt$ dx dt
+|
{
0
|
Rd
|
Rd \|
{
0
k({&s)( |uappr(s, x$)&uevol(t, x)|
&|u0(x$)&uevol(t, x)| ) ds+ .(t, x, {, x$) dx$ dx dt
and
E $, =evol(uappr , uevol ; {)=&|
{
0
|
R d
|
{
s
k(t$&s)
_\|
{
0
|
Rd
|uappr(s, x$)&uevol(t, x)| .t(t, x, t$, x$) dx dt
+|
{
0
|
R d
G(uevol(t, x), uappr(s, x$)) } .x(t, x, t$, x$) dx dt
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&|
R d
|uappr(s, x$)&uevol({, x)| .({, x, t$, x$) dx
+|
R d
|uappr(s, x$)&u0(x)| .(0, x, t$, x$) dx+ dt$ dx$ ds.
Because uappr is an entropy solution of (2) it follows that
E $, =appr(uappr , uevol ; {)0. (71)
To prove this, use in Definition 6 a sequence of test functions that, for each
t # [0, {] and x # Rd, approaches /(&, {](t
$) .(t, x, t

$, x

$) and then
integrate with respect to x and t. Similarly, because uevol is an entropy
solution of (1), we get, since k is nonnegative,
E $, =evol(uappr , uevol ; {)0. (72)
To estimate the difference uappr&uevol , we proceed in several steps which
we display next. We use the following quantities defined in terms of the
‘‘memory’’ k:
K(t

)=|
t

0
k(_) d_,
+k(t
)=|
t

0
_k(_) d_K(t

),
+^k(t
)=|
t

0 } 1&|
s
0
k(_) d_ } dsK(t ),
e(t

)=|
t

0
k(t

&s)&uevol(s, } )&uappr(s, } )&L 1(R d ) ds.
Proposition 14. Let the assumptions of Theorem 9 hold. Then
E $, =appr(uappr , uevol ; {)+E
$, =
evol(uappr , uevol ; {)=T
$, =
rem(uappr , uevol ; {),
where
T$, =rem(uappr , uevol ; {)
=|
{
0
|
Rd
|
{
s
k(t$&s) \|Rd |uappr(s, x$)&uevol({, x)|
_.({, x, t$, x$) dx+ dt$ dx$ ds
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+|
{
0
|
R d
|
Rd \|
{
0
k({&s)|uappr(s, x$)&uevol(t, x)| ds+
_.(t, x, {, x$) dx$ dx dt
&|
{
0
|
R d
|
{
s
k(t$&s) \|Rd |uappr(s, x$)&u0(x)|
_.(0, x, t$, x$) dx+ dt$ dx$ ds
&|
{
0
|
R d
|
Rd
|u0(x$)&uevol(t, x)| \|
{
0
k(r) .(t, x, r, x$) dr+ dx$ dx dt,
&|
{
0
|
R d
|
{
0
|
R d
L(s, t, {) G(uappr(s, x$), uevol(t, x))
} w=x(x&x$) dx$ ds dx dt,
with
L(s, t, {)=|
{
s
k(t$&s) w$(t&t$) dt$&w$(t&s). (73)
Proof. Since, by (68) and (70) we know that .t$(t, x, t$, x$)=
&.t(t, x, t$, x$) and .x$(t, x, t$, x$)=&.x(t, x, t$, x$) we get after changing
the order of integration in some integrals,
E $, =appr(uappr , uevol ; {)
=|
{
0
|
R d
|
{
s
k(t$&s)
_\|
{
0
|
Rd
|uappr(s, x$)&uevol(t, x)| .t(t, x, t$, x$) dx dt+ dt$ dx$ ds
+|
{
0
|
R d
|
{
0
|
R d
G(uappr(t$, x$), uevol(t, x))
} .x(t, x, t$, x$) dx dt dx$ dt$
+|
{
0
|
R d
|
R d \|
{
0
k({&s)|uappr(s, x$)&uevol(t, x)| ds+
_.(t, x, {, x$) dx$ dx dt
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+|
{
0
|
R d
|
R d
|u0(x$)&uevol(t, x)|
_\|
{
0
|
t$
0
k(t$&s) .t$(t, x, t$, x$) ds dt$+ dx$ dx dt
&|
{
0
|
R d
|
R d
|u0(x$)&uevol(t, x)|
_\|
{
0
k({&s) ds+ .(t, x, {, x$) dx$ dx dt.
We observe that
|
{
0
|
Rd
|
{
s
k(t$&s)
_\|
{
0
|
Rd
G(uappr(s, x$), uevol(t, x))
} .x(t, x, t$, x$) dx dt+ dt$ dx$ ds
&|
{
0
|
R d
|
{
0
|
R d
G(uappr(s, x$), uevol(t, x) } .x(t, x, s, x$) dx dt dx$ ds
=|
{
0
|
R d
|
{
0
|
Rd
G(uappr(s, x$), uevol(t, x))
} \|
{
s
k(t$&s) .x(t, x, t$, x$) dt$+ dx$ ds dx dt
&|
{
0
|
R d
|
{
0
|
R d
G(uappr(s, x$), uevol(t, x)) } .x(t, x, s, x$) dx$ ds dx dt
=|
{
0
|
R d
|
{
0
|
Rd
L(s, t, {) G(uappr(s, x$), uevol(t, x))
} w=x(x&x$) dx$ ds dx dt,
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and that
\|
{
0
k({&s) ds+ ,({)&|
{
0
k(s) ,(s) ds=|
{
0
k({&s)[,({)&,({&s)] ds
=|
{
0
k({&s) |
{
{&s
,$(t$) dt$ ds
=|
{
0
|
{
{&t$
k({&s) ,$(t$) ds dt$
=|
{
0
|
t$
0
k(t$&s) ,$(t$) ds dt$.
Now the claim follows by using the previous equalities where in the second
one we take ,(s

)=.(t, x, s

, x$). K
By (71) and (72) we have T $, =rem(uappr , uevol ; {)0. Next, we obtain a
lower bound for T $, =rem involving the ‘‘averaged’’ error e(t
).
Proposition 15. We have
lim inf
= a 0
T $, =rem(uappr , uevol ; {)
W$({) e({)+|
{
0
w$({&t) e(t) dt
&|
{
0
w$(t) e(t) dt&W$({) K({)&g$&&u0&TV( R d )
_\4$+4+k({)+!(w, $) 2{+k({)$ +2+^k({)+ , (74)
where
!(w, $)=sup
{>0
$ &w$&TV((&{, {))
2W$({)
. (75)
This result follows from the four lemmas we next state and prove. We write
T $, =rem(uappr, uevol; {)=T1(uappr, uevol; {)+T2(uappr, uevol ; {)&T3(uappr , uevol ; {)
&T4(uappr , uevol ; {)&T5(uappr , uevol ; {) with the obvious definition of the
terms Ti (uappr , uevol ; {).
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Lemma 16. We have
lim inf
= a 0
T1(uappr , uevol ; {)|
{
0
w$({&t) e(t) dt&W $({) K({)
_&g$&&u0&TV (R d ) ($++k({)).
Proof. Let A and A0 be the operators defined in Theorem 7. It follows
from [3, Lemma 1.1] that if v # C1c(R
d ; R), then A0(v)=g$(v) } vx and there-
fore we get that infw # A(v) &w&L1( R d )&g$&&v&TV (R d ) . Thus it follows from [5,
Lemma 1.2] that for all v # L1(Rd ; R) we have
sup
*>0
&A*(v)&L 1(R d )&g$&&v&TV(R d ).
Using this result we get by Theorem 4.(d) that
|
Rd
|uevol(s, x$)&uevol({, x$)| dx$|{&s|&g$&&u0 &TV(R d ) . (76)
By the translation invariance (in space) of (1) and Theorem 4.(b) together
with Lemma 13 we conclude that
|
R d
|
Rd
|uevol({, x$)&uevol({, x)| w=(x&x$) dx dx$= &u0&TV (R d ) . (77)
Making use of these two estimates, we obtain
|
{
0
|
Rd
|
{
s
k(t$&s) \|R d |uappr(s, x$)&uevol({, x)|.({, x, t$, x$) dx+ dt$ dx$ ds
|
{
0
|
R d
|
{
s
k(t$&s) |
Rd
|uappr(s, x$)&uevol(s, x$)| .({, x, t$, x$) dx
&|
Rd
|uevol(s, x$)&uevol({, x$)| .({, x, t$, x$) dx
&|
Rd
|uevol({, x$)&uevol({, x)| .({, x, t$, x$) dx+ dt$ dx$ ds
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|
{
0
w$({&t$) \|
t$
0
k(t$&s)&uappr(s)&uevol(s)&L1 (R d ) ds+ dt$
&\|
{
0
|
{
s
k(t$&s)({&s) w$({&t$) dt$ ds+ &u0&TV (R d ) &g$&
&\|
{
0
|
{
s
k(t$&s) w$({&t$) dt$ ds+ &u0&TV (R d ) =
|
{
0
w$({&t$) e(t$) dt$
&\|
{
0
({&t$) w$({&t$) \|
t$
0
k(t$&s) ds+ dt$+ &u0 &TV (R d ) &g$&
&\|
{
0
w$({&t$) \|
t$
0
(t$&s) k(t$&s) ds+ dt$+ &u0&TV (R d ) &g$&
&\|
{
0
w$({&t$) \|
t$
0
k(t$&s) ds+ dt$+ &u0 &TV (R d ) =
|
{
0
w$({&t$) e(t$) dt$&W$({) K({)($++k({))&u0 &TV (R d ) &g$&
&W$({) K({)&u0 &TV ( R d ) =,
where we have used the fact that K(t$)K({) for t${, since k is non-
negative. This completes the proof. K
Lemma 17. We have
lim inf
= a 0
T2(uappr , uevol ; {)
W$({) e({)&W$({) K({)&g$&&u0&TV (R d ) ($++k({)).
Proof. Invoking (76) and (77) we obtain
|
{
0
|
R d
|
R d \|
{
0
k({&s)|uappr(s, x$)&uevol(t, x)| ds+ .(t, x, {, x$) dx$ dx dt
|
{
0
|
Rd
|
Rd
|
{
0
k({&s)( |uappr(s, x$)&uevol(s, x$)|
&|uevol(s, x$)&uevol(t, x$)|&|uevol(t, x$)&uevol(t, x)| ) ds
_.(t, x, {, x$) dx$ dx dt
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\|
{
0
w$(t&{) dt+ |
{
0
k({&s)&uappr(s)&uevol(s)&L 1 ( R d ) ds
&\|
{
0
k({&s) |
{
0
|t&s| w$({&t) dt ds+ &u0 &TV ( R d ) &g$&
&\|
{
0
w$(t&{) dt+\|
{
0
k({&s) ds+ &u0 &TV (R d ) =
W$({) e({)&\|
{
0
k({&s) |
{
0
({&t) w$({&t) dt ds+ &u0&TV (R d ) &g$&
&\|
{
0
k({&s)({&s) |
{
0
w$({&t) dt ds+ &u0 &TV (R d ) &g$&
&W$({) K({)&u0 &TV (R d ) =
W$({) e({)&W$({) K({)($++k({))&u0 &TV ( R d ) &g$&
&W$({) K({)&u0 &TV (R d ) =.
This completes the proof. K
Lemma 18. We have,
lim sup
= a 0
T3(uappr , uevol ; {)|
{
0
w$(t$) e(t$) dt$+W$({) K({)&g$&&u0 &TV (R d ) $.
Proof. Using (76) and (77) we get
|
{
0
|
Rd
|
{
s
k(t$&s) \|R d |uappr(s, x$)&u0(x)| .(0, x, t$, x$) dx+ dt$ dx$ ds
|
{
0
|
R d
|
{
s
k(t$&s) \|Rd ( |uappr(s, x$)&uevol(s, x$)|
+|uevol(s, x$)&u0(x$)|+|u0(x$)&u0(x)| )
_.(0, x, t$, x$) dx) dt$ dx$ ds
|
{
0
w$(t$) \|
t$
0
k(t$&s)&uappr(s, v)&uevol(s, v)&L 1(R d ) ds+ dt$
+\|
{
0
|
{
s
k(t$&s) sw$(t$) dt$ ds+ &u0 &TV (R d ) &g$&
+\|
{
0
|
{
s
k(t$&s) w$(t$) dt$ ds+ &u0&TV ( R d ) =
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|
{
0
w$(t$) e(t$) dt$+\|
{
0
t$w$(t$) \|
t$
0
k(s) ds+ dt$+ &u0 &TV (R d ) &g$&
+\|
{
0
w$(t$) \|
t$
0
k(s) ds+ dt$+ &u0 &TV (R d ) =
|
{
0
w$(t$) e(t$) dt+W$({) K({)&u0&TV (R d ) (&g$& $+=),
where we have used the fact that K(t$)K({) for t${, because k is non-
negative. The desired conclusion follows directly from this inequality. K
Lemma 19. We have
lim sup
= a 0
T4(uappr , uevol ; {)W $({) K({)&g$&&u0&TV (R d ) ($+2+k({)).
Proof. Observe that
|
{
0
|
Rd
|
R d
|u0(x$)&uevol(t, x)| \|
{
0
k(r) .(t, x, r, x$) dr+ dx$ dx dt
|
{
0
|
R d
|
Rd
|u0(x$)&uevol(t, x$)| \|
{
0
k(r) .(t, x, r, x$) dr+ dx$ dx dt
+|
{
0
|
R d
|
R d
|uevol(t, x$)&uevol(t, x)|
_\|
{
0
k(r) .(t, x, r, x$) dr+ dx$ dx dt
\|
{
0
k(r) \|
{
0
tw$(t&r) dt+ dr+ &g$&&u0 &TV (R d )
+\|
{
0
k(r) \|
{
0
w$(t&r) dt+ dr+ &u0 &TV (R d ) =
W$({) K({)&g$&&u0 &TV (R d ) ($+2+k({))
+\|
{
0
k(r) \|
{
0
w$(t&r) dt+ dr+ &u0 &TV (R d ) =
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is a consequence of the relation
|
{
0
k(r) \|
{
0
tw$(t&r) dt+ dr=|
{
0
k(r) \|
{&r
&r
(s+r) w$(s) ds+ dr
K({) W$({)($+2+k({)).
This observation is the proof. K
Lemma 20. We have
T5(uappr , uevol ; {)W$({) K({) \2!(w, $) {+k({)$ +2+^k({)+ &g$&&u0&TV (R d ) .
Proof. Now
|
{
0
|
R d
|
{
0
|
Rd
L(s, t, {) G(uappr(s, x$), uevol(t, x)) } w =x(x&x$) dx$ ds dx dt
\|
{
0
|
{
0
|L(s, t, {)| ds dt+ &g$&&u0&TV (R d ) ,
provided we can prove that for every s, t # R+
|
R d
|
Rd
G(uappr(s, x$), uevol(t, x)) } w=x(x&x$) dx$ dx&g$&&u0 &TV ( R d ) . (78)
We write G( p

, q

)=(G1( p

, q

), ..., Gd ( p

, q

)) and we let xj=x&xjej . Let
1 j d be arbitrary. Then we have, because Gj is Lipschitz continuous
(in both arguments) with Lipschitz constant &g$&, that
|
R
|
Rd
Gj (uappr(s, x$), uevol(t, x$+xj+xj ej )) w=$(xj ) dx$ dxj
=|
1
0
|
R d
1
=
(Gj (uappr(s, x$), uevol(t, x$+x j+=xje j ))
&Gj (uappr(s, x$), uevol(t, x$+x j&=xj ej ))) w$(xj ) dx$ dxj
&g$& |
1
0
|
Rd
1
=
|uevol(t, x$+x j+=xjej )
&uevol(t, x$+xj&=xjej )| dx$ |w$(xj )| dxj
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&g$& |
1
0
|
Rd
1
=
|u0(x$+xj+=xj ej )
&u0(x$+xj&=xjej )| dx$ |w$(xj )| dxj
2 &g$&&u0&TV j ( R d ) |
1
0
xj |w$(xj )| dxj
=&g$&&u0&TVj (R d ) .
Summing over j and using Lemma 13 we get the desired claim (78).
Now
L(s, t, {)=|
{
s
k(t$&s)(w$(t&t$)&w$(t&s)) dt$
&\1&|
{&s
0
k(t$) dt$+ w$(t&s),
and therefore
|
{
0
|
{
0
|L(s, t, {)| ds dt|
{
0
|
{
s
k(t$&s) |
{
0
|w$(t&t$)&w$(t&s)| dt dt$ ds
+|
{
0 } 1&|
{&s
0
k(_) d_ } \|
{
s
w$(t&s) dt+ ds
&w$&TV ((&{, {)) \|
{
0-
|
{
s
(t$&s) k(t$&s) dt$ ds+
+2W$({2) K({) +^k({)
2!(w, $) W$({) K({)
{+k({)
$
+2W$({) K({) +^k({).
This completes the proof. K
By the entropy inequalities (71) and (72) and Proposition 14 we know that
T$, =rem(uappr , uevol ; {)0 and therefore we get from (74), when we let w
approach 12 /(&1, 1) and note that !(
1
2/ (&1, 1) , $)=1, that
W$({) e({)+|
{
0
w$({&t) e(t) dt&|
{
0
w$(t) e(t) dt
W$({) K({)&g$&&u0 &TV ( R d ) \4$+4+k({)+2{+k({)$ +2+^k({)+ . (79)
We will use the following auxiliary result.
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Lemma 21. Let % be a measurable nonnegative function on R+ such that
for all {0
W$({) %({)+|
{
0
w$({&t) %(t) dtW$({) C({)+|
{
0
w$(t) %(t) dt, (80)
where C is a nondecreasing function on R+ , and where w= 12/(&1, 1) . Then, for
{>0,
%({)2C({).
Proof. If {<$, then {0 w
$({&t) %(t) dt={0 w
$(t) %(t) dt because w=
1
2/(&1, 1) . Then inequality (80) says that W
$({) %({)W $({) C({), so that we
get that %({)C({) when { # (0, $). Using this result we get that
{0 w
$(t) %(t) dtW$({) C({) when {$, because w$(t)=0 when t$ and C
is nondecreasing. The desired inequality follows immediately. K
Combining this result with (79) we get for each {>0
e({)K({)&g$&&u0 &TV (R d ) \8$+8+k({)+4{+k({)$ +4+^k({)+ .
Choose $=- {+k({)2 to obtain
e({)K({)&g$&&u0 &TV (R d ) (8 - 2{+k({)+8+k({)+4+^k({)). (81)
Using the estimates on the modulus of continuity of uevol and uappr that one
gets from Theorem 4.(d) we easily see that
e({)K({)&uevol({, v)&uappr({, v)&L 1( R d )&&g$&&u0&TV (R +)
_|
{
0
k(s)(s+:([0, s]) ds. (82)
Now we can use Proposition 3.(c) together with the facts that ab implies
aba+|b&1|, and sk(s)K(s) when s>0, to conclude that
sk(s)
s0 k(_) d_
sk(s)+ } |
s
0
k(_) d_&1 } .
Consequently
|
{
0
k(s)(s+:([0, s]) dsK({)((1+2e) +k({)+2e+^k({)).
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Combining this result with (81) and (82) and observing that +k({)
- {+k({), we get
&uevol({, v)&uappr({, v)&L1( R d )
&g$&&u0 &TV (R +)((8 - 2+9+2e) - {+k({)+(4+2e) +^k({)),
and this gives the desired conclusion.
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